
Homework 10: Final project preparation
Due December 4th at 10pm

1 Literature Review
To prepare for the final project, you should do some background reading. Read each of the papers
listed below, and take notes so that you can refer back to them as you develop your project.

• Ted Underwood’s response to the Stochastic Parrots paper
• Blodgett et al. (2021)
• Sheng et al. (2021)
• Zhou, Ethayarajh, & Jurafsky (2021)

(If you have another paper that is relevant to your topic, you can substitute it for the last paper
listed above.)

For this part of the homework, you should submit a 1 paragraph summary of each paper.

2 Assembling on Your Probe Task
Your main task in this assignment is to make progress on your probe task. I would like you to
submit a preliminary dataset for your task.

You must construct 32 frame sentences for your task. You should decide what kind of prompt-
ing paradigm you will use. Will you use the fill-in-the-blank DistilBERT model, or the sentence
completion LLaMA model?

You should keep in mind the threats to validity discussed by Blodgett et al. (2021). Make sure
your sentences are coherent, grammatical, and target the particular aspect of cultural bias you are
interested in.

You will submit your dataset as a single TSV file (tab-separated values). The format will
depend somewhat on which prompting paradigm you choose.

You can see examples of my files in the CS 232 Final Project Resources folder. I chose to have 6
conditions for each of my sentences: five countries and a neutral version.

My dataset is formatted as a TSV file with the following four fields:

NUMBER EXAMPLE COUNTRY

• NUMBER: An ID number. Each frame sentence should have a unique number.
• EXAMPLE: the sentence itself
• COUNTRY: the name of the country that is being targeted
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https://tedunderwood.com/2021/10/21/latent-spaces-of-culture
https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.81.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.04054
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08465
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1V5riFuJueDdjUwPa8n25MO3dI8I4D33B


I first wrote a file containing 32 frame sentences. Then I used a script (stub_to_prompt.py) to
substitute in the city names for each of the different country conditions. I then manually edited the
output to construct the neutral condition and make sure that it sounded natural.

3 Running A Model
I have given you support code for running two large language models: LLaMA, an open-source
large language model, and DistilBERT, a fill-in-the-blank language model.

3.1 LLaMA
I am running LLaMA for you on my research server. You will interact with the model by sending
web requests.

You will need to be on Wellesley wifi or on the Wellesley VPN for this to work.

I have written support code for you to query the model in three different modes:

• Completions: receive a completion of your prompt, up to MAX LEN (by default, 10 tokens)
• Words: receive the average probabilities of a list of words, following your prompt
• Tokens: receive the top N most likely next tokens, following your prompt

You can run each of these kinds of queries by calling functions in the query_LLaMA.py file. You
should import this program at the top of your own program. You can then use each of the three
provided functions within your own program:

import query_llama

# Retrieve the most likely sequence of next tokens, up to length 5:
print(query_llama.completion_query("My favorite food is",5))

# Retrieve the top 5 most likely tokens and their probabilities:
print(query_llama.token_query("My favorite food is",5))

# Retrieve the average probability of the listed completions:
print(query_llama.word_query("My favorite food is","pickles;pizza;rocks"))

The first query shown above, the completion query, will return a completion of the prompt. When
I ran it, it was ‘ chicken and rice.’ Note that this is only 3 words, but it is 5 tokens, because period
counts as a token and chicken is split into two subword components (“ch” and “icken”).

The second query, the token query, will return a dictionary containing the top 5 most likely next
tokens and their probabilities. When I ran it, it produced the following:

{’p’: 0.15201939642429352, ’ch’: 0.0800427719950676,
’a’: 0.0690295472741127, ’s’: 0.04214487597346306,
’ice’: 0.037561580538749695}

Note that because of subword tokenization, many of these are not complete words.
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The third prompt, the word query, takes a list of words separated by semi-colons, and assesses the
likelihood of each to follow the prompt. It returns a dictionary of the words with their probabilities.
When I ran it with the word list shown in the code snippet, it returned:

{’pickles’: 0.20333649714787802, ’pizza’: 0.3702385276556015, ’rocks’: 0.0}

Notice that ‘rocks’ has zero probability, since it is an unlikely favorite food.

3.2 DistilBERT
DistilBERT is another large language model. However, instead of generating text that comes after
a given sequence, DistilBERT can be used to fill in blanks in a sequence of text (MadLibs style).

I have given you code to run DistilBERT on your own laptop in the query_distilbert.py file. You
can import this as a library and call the choice_query function as follows:

import query_distilbert

# Retrieve the average probability of the listed completions
# and the most likely completion:
query_distilbert.choice_query("I ate BLANK for lunch","pickles;pizza;rocks")

This function retrieves the probabilities of each of the words in the word list. It also retrieves the
most likely word to occur in the BLANK according to DistilBERT, along with its probability.

4 Evaluation Metric
How will you measure the cultural biases of LLaMA based on your frame sentences? Will you
compare the probabilities of sentences? Will you compare the probabilities of specific sentence
completions? Will you come up with a metric for evaluating the top-k sentence completions that
LLaMA produces?

For my example task, I compared each country-specific sentence to the neutral condition using the
top 5 most likely next words according to LLaMA. You can see how I did this in scoring.py script
if you want to do something similar.

You can also come up with other ways of evaluating your task. For instance, you might define a
set of words that you think the model might generate and look at the probabilities of these words
across versions of your sentences.

Submit a short description of your evaluation metric (1-2 paragraphs), so that I can give you
feedback before your final paper is due.

Describe your proposed evaluation metric in detail. You do not need to submit an implemented
metric, but you should be clear on how you propose to evaluate the output of the model. What
would an unbiased model look like? What would serve as evidence of bias?
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